
LABORCRYPTO TOKEN SALE.  TOGETHER, WE THRIVE. 

THE GLOBAL FREELANCE PEER-TO-PEER ECOSYSTEM THAT SHARES REVENUE. 

 Gig Economy Experience + Blockchain Computing Decentralization                           THE LABORCRYPTO TOKEN 

LaborCrypto™ is a light touch administrator in a people-powered freelance work ecosystem.  Our 

algorithms match users with each other to hire and promote freelance work. LaborCrypto is the 

next iteration of ChoreRelief™, a successful platform that's streamlined gig economy 

matchmaking. Building on that experience and applying the power of blockchain smart contracts 

Laborcrypto decentralizes corporate power structures and gives freelancers greater economic 

power and the people who hire them.  
  

We believe in challenging the status quo and empowering people.  
  

As the first freelance platform backed by blockchain technology that shares revenue with its 

users, LaborCrypto combines the benefits of an employee-owned company with those of being 

self-employed. The result is a decentralized, peer-to-peer solution that solves the large flaws 

inherent in existing gig platforms.  

  

OUR ROADMAP 

APRIL 2018:  Expansion of development team and strategic consultants to enhance execution of 

milestones. 

MAY 2018:    ICO Launch 

AUG 2018:    Start the development of platform and tokenization to ensure ecosystem is fully 
equipped. Applying for relevant permissions and licenses. 

SEPT. 2018:   Build API and SDK for coin deployment as a method of payment for other gig 

platforms 

Q1 2019:       Initial alpha and beta testing of the platform. 

Q2 2019:       Finalize the platform and start transacting. 

 

 

LABORCRYPTO MARKET POSITION 

LaborCrypto’s strong position and industry experience combined with blockchain technology will 

offer users lower fees, more incentives, additional revenue streams, higher quality freelancers 

and unique platform features. LaborCrypto™ will be able to position its product and services in a 

highly competitive manner.  25% of the funds raised during the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) will be 

invested in further development of LaborCrypto™. Additionally, funds will be allocated 

specifically to upgrade the server infrastructure to manage the growing traffic and expansion of 

LaborCrypto™ in many more countries.

MARKET SIZE: CONSUMPTION OF FREELANCE SERVICES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

LABORCRYPTO BENEFITS FROM OUR TEAM MEMBERS’ EXPERIENCE  
 
              
              TARIK KHRIBECH               ADAM CISEK                 PATRICK FARAH               CHRISPEN PASIPANODYA                      MO 

The LBR is an ERC20-compatible decentralized 

cryptocurrency. Using the Ethereum blockchain, we 

are creating this token for use on the LaborCrypto™ 

platform as a currency exchange between 

Consumers and Service Providers worldwide. As we 

expand, the LBR will be made available to other 

freelancer platforms and will become an essential 

choice of payment. We will be partnering with 

other freelancer platforms to offer the integration 

of LBR. 

TOKEN SALE  

 

 Hard Cap            $22 Million USD 

     Soft Cap                                              $2 Million USD 

     Max Token Supply 100,000,000,000 LBR 

     ICO Token Price                           1 USD = 2,000 LBR 
  

CURRENCY ACCEPTED 

During the LaborCrypto ICO sale, we will accept Bitcoin 

(BTC), Ethereum (ETH).  

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION 
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  TIM MAYEUR               STEVEN YOUNG               JEFF KANTZ                 
            CEO/Founder                           Dir Operations                   CEO The Power                       Sr. Digital Marketing /                             President                            Attorney /                              CEO Krantz 
              ChoreRelief™                           ChoreRelief™                     Company                                  Advisor                                                        Phanes / Advisor              Advisor                                   Consulting                 

COPYRIGHT & DISCLAIMER 
© LaborCrypto 2018 – The tokens are not being offered or distributed, and cannot be resold or otherwise transferred by their holders to citizens that are by definition natural and legal persons, having their habitual 
residence, location or their seat of incorporation in the country or territory where transactions with digital tokens are prohibited or in any manner restricted by applicable laws or regulations 

"Freelancers now make up 
35% of U.S. workers and 
collectively earned $1 trillion 
in the past year, according to 
the "Freelancing in America": 
2016" survey released this 
morning by the Freelancers 
Union, based in New York 
City, and the giant 
freelancing platform 
Upwork. " - Forbes 
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